Privacy data Bed & Breakfast Hertenhoef
Responsibility for your data
When performing the services of B&B Hertenhoef as a Bed and Breakfast, it receives personal data. These are all data that are
known to belong to a natural person, or that can be traced back to a natural person, such as name, address, date of birth, etc.
B&B Hertenhoef is responsible for the processing of personal data.
B&B Hertenhoef is committed to protecting and respecting your privacy. This privacy statement describes your privacy rights
with regard to the data about you that we process, as well as the steps that B&B Hertenhoef takes to protect your privacy.
What personal data does B&B Hertenhoef process?
We process data such as your name, address, place of residence, e-mail address, telephone number.
Why do we collect your personal data
We use your data to fulfill an overnight stay agreement. We also use the data because we have to comply with laws and regulations.
Finally, we use your data for the internal organization, for example for sending newsletters, recording an overnight stay register in the
context of tourist tax, etc.
What is the basis for the processing
The law states that there must always be a 'legal basis' to be able to process your data that we have about you. The processing ground
for processing personal data is to implement an overnight stay agreement. In addition, the processing is required to comply with legal
and regulatory obligations. Finally, you give B&B Hertenhoef and filling in a registration form and/or filling in a reservation request
explicit permission to process your personal data, also outside the B&B Hertenhoef organization.
Do we provide data to third parties
B&B Hertenhoef does not provide information to third parties, unless this is necessary for the execution of the agreement. We do this to
meet the goals stated above. An example of this is sharing your data with a company where you wish to dine or rent business for your
stay.
How long does B&B Hertenhoef store the personal data?
B&B Hertenhoef may (and in some cases we are legally obliged to do so depending on the type of data) keep your data for a number of
years after the overnight stay agreement has been terminated. In general, we keep the data about the agreement for 7 years. We do not
keep sensitive personal data for longer than is reasonably necessary.
What rights do you have?
You have certain rights with regard to your personal data. If you would like further information about this or if you wish to exercise one or
more of these rights, you can always contact us by e-mail at info@hertenhoef.nl. You have the right to request that we:
A provide access to any personal data we hold about you;
B adjust any personal data that is dated or incorrect;
C delete personal data that we hold about you;
D restrict the way we process your personal data;
E provide you with a copy of the personal data we hold about you; or
F take into account well-founded objections that you have against the use of your personal data by us.
If you want to make use of one of your rights, please send an e-mail to info@hertenhoef.nl. If you contact us by email to
exercise your rights, B&B Hertenhoef may ask you to identify yourself before action is taken on your request.
Protection and security of your data
B&B Hertenhoef handles your data with care. We have taken technical and organizational measures to protect your data against loss or
unlawful processing. This includes measures to keep our IT systems safe, including the security of areas where data is stored. B&B
Hertenhoef can adjust this privacy statement. For example with new developments in the law or case law. If you have any questions
about this privacy statement or about our handling of your personal data, you can contact us at: info@hertenhoef.nl
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